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The opportunity
Little River Landcare recognise that by looking
after their members they are able to bring about
true long term environmental change. Because
of this philosophy, Education Manager for
Little River Landcare, Pip Job realised that the
integration of the Whole Brain® Thinking would

Project aim: To support rural families to

be central to support this change.

adapt to and withstand social,
environmental, climate

As Pip Job explains, “We realise that farming

and economic change.

families need to be able to communicate
effectively at all levels, so that they become

By:

Mary Brell

more robust and resilient farming family

Director, Keys to Success

businesses. The very nature of farming and

Pip Job
Education Manager,
Little River Landcare Group Inc

Background

families combined, necessarily creates added
complications and challenging dynamics.”

The solution
Pip was able to source funding from a Federal
Funding Round—Caring for our Country—to

Little River Landcare Group Inc is a community

develop and offer the specific program Positive

owned not-for-profit Landcare group which

Farming Footprints.

supports the communities and environments of
the 320,000 hectare Little River catchment area

Mary Brell, Director of Keys To Success was

in Central West NSW. The organisation supports

engaged to help Little River shape the program.

a membership base of 200 business enterprises

Mary’s rural background and knowledge ensured

and 516 individuals, providing educational and

credibility with the landholders, thereby creating

training opportunities.

greater levels of trust.

Little River Landcare has been recognised for

An integral component of the Positive Farming

its work as an innovative, vibrant, effective and

Footprints program was the Herrmann Brain

participative leader in Australian Community life,

Dominance Instrument® (HBDI®), as it enabled

winning many awards. In 2009, The Australian

participants to think more broadly and be

Rural and Outback awards acknowledged

opened minded to the challenging concepts that

Little River Landcare as the leader in adding

would be presented throughout the program.

value to their rural and regional enterprises,

After completing the HBDI, each participant was

encompassing new technologies, protecting

able to identify their own strengths.

the environment and contributing to the wider
community.

better results through better thinking

An integral component of the Positive Farming
Footprints program was the Herrmann Brain
Dominance Instrument® (HBDI®), as it enabled
participants to think more broadly and be open
minded to the challenging concepts that would
be presented throughout the program.

The knowledge gained through the first HBDI
debriefing session became integral throughout
the next 8 modules of the program. Feedback of
the program was constantly monitored by using
an evaluation form based on the 4 quadrants

Results
Pip Job has been thrilled with the outcomes
achieved in using the HBDI as part of rural
landholder training programs.

of the Whole Brain Model™. The constant

“We could not have anticipated that farmers

review of the Whole Brain Model reaffirmed the

and their families would respond so well to this

participants’ knowledge and understanding of

information. It has made a significant difference

their own strengths and skills.

in the mindset of these primary production
enterprises and has enhanced the family unit

As Dionne Mitchell, participant stated, “Today

and their business performance. We would not

I learnt how my brain works. I knew I was

hesitate in using the HBDI in future training

wired differently to my spouse but couldn’t

programs, even to the point of making it a

understand why. All this blue, green, red and

mandatory component. It has been the missing

yellow stuff makes sense and will help not only

link in engaging landholders in a holistic style of

our enterprise but in my personal relationships.

thinking. If people don’t understand themselves,

My brain is capable of all these things, some just

how they think and how their communication

need hard work—I’m sure it will be worth it!”

impacts others, then how can we expect them
to make sustainable decisions about their family

As Michelle Gianisis, Admin officer, Little River

and business, let alone the environment”.

Landcare says, “I have been able to identify
people’s strengths more easily and then adapt

Farming family enterprises have found that

my style of communication so that more

as a result of the knowledge gained by

effective relationships occur.”

understanding thinking preferences, they have
been able to improve business performance.

better
betterresults
resultsthrough
throughbetter
betterthinking
thinking
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